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SBROUD

By Kenneth J. Smith and

STJMMKRY

In an experimental investigateion,
experimental and theoretical data were

Walter M. Osborn

a centrifugal impeller for which
available was modified by a re-

cently developed design procedure to reduce the velocity gradients
existing along the hti from inlet to outlet. The performance of the

Q modified impeller was investigated over a range of equivalent impeller-.* tip speeds from 900 to 1500 feet per second and over a range of flowF
rates from maximum to the point of incipient surge. At a speed of

. 1300 feet per second, the peak pressure ratio and maximum adiabatic
temperature-rise efficiency (based on measurements taken at a radius
twice the impeller-outlet radius in a vaneless diffuser) were 3.07 and
0.825, respectively. At the maximum speed of 1500 feet per second, the
peak pressure ratio was 4.03 and the maximum efficiency 0.800. The
msximum efficiency points over the speed range tested were between 0.854
and 0.800. Dumping the air at the diffuser outlet into the test collec-
tor from a Mach number of approximately 0.45 resulted in losses of 0.09
to 0.14 in efficiency over the speed range tested.

The modified impeller had better performance characteristics than
the original at all speeds tested, the greatest gains in performance
occurring at speeds above 1300 feet per second. At 1500 feet per second,
the efficiencyof the modified impeller was 0.800 compared with 0.605
for the original impeller. The large gains in performance at higher
speeds resulted lsrgely from the decreasing tendency toward eddy forma-
tion that enabled the modified impeller to operate over a wider range of
weight flows.

.

,.

An arbitrary allowance for boundary-layer growth of approximately

- 30 percent of the design blade height at the impeller outlet and varying
linearly to zero allowance at the impeller inlet is too small for the
modified impeller with respect to static-pressure distribution along the

.P shroud.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1947, the NACA Lewis laboratory investigated t~e effects of bl+de
curvature on centrifugal-iqpeller perfor~nce by *f%- three ~e~ers
of identical gecmetry but with different blade shapes. The blade shapes
tested were parabolic, elliptical, and circ@ar. me performme yes~ts
for the three impellers, reported in reference 1, indicated fair low-
speed operating characteristicswith maximwn,efficiencies between 0.75
and 0.81. However, performance results at equivalent-~peeds above 1200
feet per second showed poor efficiencies for the t+ree=impe~ers and
unstable operating characteristicsfor the elliptical-–and c~c~sx- ;-
bladed impellers.

During 1949 and 1950, a method was developed at the Lewis labora-
tory for analyzing the compressible flow between the h_fiand shroud of
mixed-flow impellers of arbitrary design. This method is presented in
reference 2, along with the results obtained by ap’ply@j the analytical
method to the parabolic-bladed impeller of reference 1. The analysis
showed a large variation in velocity across the pa~sa~ from the hub $_o
the shroud of the parabolic-bladed impeller ‘andindica>ed that velocity
gradients conducive to boundary-layer build-up and flow separation
existed along both the hub and shroud _profil,ps. ,--.

In 1950, the laboratory began a program of re;sem??hon centrifugal
compressors to evolve reliable design procedwes t,hat-wouldeliminate a
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large amount of experimental development and increase the efficiency of
the centrifugal compressor. TWO mixed-flow_impellers~-the@l-l afid ... ._ ._~
MFI-2j of radically different geometric configurat,iom:jWere desi~d”~y _ _ :
the method of reference 3 and analyzed by the method OY reference 2. —

Theoretical and experimental results of the investigations of these two
impellers are given in a series of reports (refs.:4t~ 8). Both impel-
lers had high efficiencies and good operatiW c~~actex%fcs ovsr the-.
speed range tested (700 to 1700 ft/sec equivalent speed for MFI-1, and
700to 1400 for MFI-2) and compared favorably wit~ designs that reqtied
considerable developmentalwork (refs. 9 an! loj e.g.)*..-

The design procedure used for the ~1-1 and ~~1-2” f~ellerg cW-
sisted in deriving the blade shape for a tentative hu~-shroud shape by
the method of reference 3 and then ad@sting the ljub-~hroudshape to “-””
meet changes dictated by an analysis of the flow in t~e hub-shroud ““
plane by the method of reference 2. Thus, the analytical method was
utilized as a design tool. Since the analytical.&th@ requires a
lengthy iteration process, the time require?lfor quch.a solution is ‘–
almost prohibitive. Therefore, a simplified desi~m method using the
sane equations as in reference 2 was evolved from ~the-analyticalmethod;
This design method, presented in reference 11, gi~es >he average velo~””
cities between blades. The velocities on the blade surfaces maybe
obtained from these values by the method presented in—reference 2. me
resulting quasi-three-dimensionalsolution gives a picture of the velo-
city gradients on all surfaces.
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Since considerable theoretical and experimental data were available

S for the parabolic-bladed impeller of reference 1, the impeller was re-
designed by the method of reference I.1for further testing. The rede-
sign of this impeller is given as the numerical example of reference 11.

This report presents the performance characteristics of the rede-
signed impeller and compsres the performance with that of the original
psrabolic-bladed impeller of reference 1.
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SYMBOIS

The following symbols are used in this report:

slip factor, ratio of absolute tangential velocity at exit to
impeller speed at exit, approximated by ratio of measured

enthalpy rise to U2/gJ

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2

mechanical equivalent of heat, 778.2 ft-lb/Btu

ratio of distance along impeller shroud from inlet to total length
of shroud

radius from axis of

actual impeSLer tip

rotation, in.

speed, ft/sec

actual air weight flow, lb/see

axial distance from hti at 6-inch radius (impeller outlet) meas-
ured positive towsrd inlet, in.

peripheral distance along cylindrical surface of radius r, in.

axial distance from entrance edge of blades, in.

ratio of inlet total pressure to NACA standard sea-level pressure
of 29.92 in. Hg abs

adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency

ratio of inlet total temperature to NACA standard sea-level temper-
ature of 518.7° R

aqima&4 ‘,
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MODIFIED IMPELLER DESIGN -

A comparison of the analytical data for the MFI-1 impeller (ref. 4),
a

the MFI-2 impeller (ref. 6), and the paratiolic-bladed&npeller (ref. 2) - _-
showed the following results: the MFI-1 impeller (themokt efficient)
had accelerating velocities along the hti profile; the MFI-2 impeller ...—

had accelerating velocities along most of the hub profile but had de-
celerating velocities near the inlet and outlet sections; the original --

parabolic-bladed impeller (least efficient) had decel~ating velocities
(steep velocity gradients) along most of the hub.

.:..-$ ~
—.

Perhaps if accelerating flow couldbe accomplished along the hub
profile of the parabolic-bladed impeller; the efficiericywouidbe in-
creased. Therefore, accelerating velocities were assigned along the hrib
profile of the parabolic-bladed hpel.ler and,a new Sti-oidcontour was
obtained by the design method of reference 1~. A pre~hnary investi&a-
tion indicated that the Mach number along the new @hro-udwould be exces-
sive, so the assigned velocities were changed to sli&@y decelerati~””--
velocities from the inlet to the midportion’of thej’hfiprofile arid
slightly accelerating velocities from the midportion t% the outlet of
the.hub profile. These changes res~tedin a shroud c%ntour on which .-
the velocities were no higher than the inle~~veloc~ty.’An arbitr”&y
allowance for.boundary layer was made because the res@ti& shroud-pro-
file is for isentropic flow. This allowance consi’te~of 30 percent of

rthe design blade height at the impeller outlet and vaF=I.edlinearly frorn-
the outlet to zero allowance at the impeller.inlet~. ~

The shroud profiles for the original impeller,,the design impeller
(isentropicflow), and the modified impeller (design @peller plus
arbitrary allowance for boundary layer) are-”compa#ed @ figure 1. The
redesign of this impeller took approximately 45 ho’urs%f computing time
for a 3-streamtube‘solution. The complete design ~ro~edure is given in
the numerical example of reference 11. ;.~” .

The h~ contour, blade shape, and bladg tape~ o&_the parabolic-
bladed impeller were such that a shroud contour of increasing radius
from inlet to outlet resulted when slightly dece~rat-~~’ velocities ‘-
from the inlet to the midportion of the hub profiliea@ slightly accel-
erating velocities from the midportion to the outlet yere assigned al~’
the hub contour. With Impellers of different geo~tr~c parameters,
assigning accelerating velocities along the hti”~y r“esultin a shroud-
contour radius downstream of the impeller inlet that ~issmaller than the
inlet radius. This would require
the impeller were fully shrouded;
may be alleviated by altering the
velocity profile along the huh.
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a-complicated a~~e@ly pro%lem unle”ss ..
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INSTRUMENTATION,MID PROXDURE

Apparatus

The original parabolic-bladed impeller of reference 1, with a new

5

—
shroud contour, was used for this investigation. This iqeller has
radial blade elements and 18 bkdes. The blade curvature, determinedly

the equation y= 0.05655rx2, corresponds to that of a parabola on the
developed surface of a cylinder and extends the full depth of the impel-
ler. The coordinates for the modified shroud and the necessary informa-
tion for building the impeller are given in table I.

The impeller was tested with a 25-inch-diameter vaneless diffuser
of a constant area in the radial direction. There was 0.042-inch clesr-
ance (normal to impe32er shroud) between the impeller shroud and the
shroud wall with the impeller in a stationary position. A schematic
diagram and a photograph of the i.mpeJJ_erand diffuser are shown in
figures 2 and 3, respectively. Adapters were made for the front and
rear of the @elJer to fit it to the existing shafting, the impelILer
being straddle-mountedbetween two bearings. This differs from the

1
original installation (ref. 1 , in which the inrpe12erwas supported by

* a rear bearing only (overhung . Thus, in the installation of reference
1, the radius of the outer wall was constant upstream of the inlet and
converged at the inner radius (spinner);whereas, for the present in-.
stallation the radius of the inner wall was constant and converged at
the outer radius as shuwn in figure 2. The effect of this difference
of inlet geometry on the performance of the impeller is unknown.

The remainder of the experimental setup is the ssme as that m-
scribed in reference 5.

Instrumentation

The instrumentation is similar to that described in reference 5.
The outlet measuring station is located at a 12-inch radius (twice the
impeller-outletradius) in the vaneless diffuser as shown in figure 2
and is at the same radim as in the original installation of reference 1.
The diffuser instrumentation consisted of eight static-pressure taps,
four thermocouple rakes, and 12 total-pressure probes. Four statti-
pressure taps were located in tinefront diffuser wall at 90° intervals
around the annulus opposite four static-pressure taps in the rear dif-
fuser wall. The four thermocouple rakes were also placed 90° apsrt
and had three thernmcouples per rake spaced at intervals of 1/6s 1/2,

. and 5/6 of the distance across the passage. The 12 total-pressure
probes were distributed around the annul.usto give a coverage for total
pressure equivalent to that of the temperature measurements. In addi-

. tion, lJ static taps were located along the shroud wall from the impel-
ler inlet to the outlet.
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In order to evaluate the over-all efficiency and pressure ratio,
total-temperature and total-pressure tneasur~ents ~ere~taken in the out-
let pipe (7 impeller diameters downstream). Temperature measurements
taken in the outlet pipe agreed with the te~erature m~asurements taken
in the diffuser within the limits of experimental errqr. .-

.

Procedure . ,-- -“-

This investigationwas csrried out at a constant&nlet-air pressure
of 20 inches of mercury absolute. The inlet tempetiat@e#”varied”fr”om““”
anbient to -550 F. It was necessaryto run at 900.feet per second with ““
-45° F inlet-air temperature in order to avoid the’dr~ve-motor critical-
speed range. The flow rate was varied from:&ximuk to the point-of ‘“ ‘—
incipient surge by varying the outlet pressyre. ~

.

.-
—

The impeller equivalent speed was -vari~dfrom190Q_to 1500 feet per
second based on an impeller-outletradius of 6 inches.- Data for an’ ““””

-,.——

equivalent speed of 1600 feet per second could
of the speed limitation of the rig. .-

not~be%%tain~d be”cause ~

=,.. .—-----_ .

The test and computationalprocedures are
reference 5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

the same as those used in.. ..,= 4“
.

The over-all performance characteristicsfor the_-modifiedparabolic-
bladed impeller with a vaneless diffuser smYprese;nte~ in figure 4 for .a

.

range of speed from 900 to 1500 feet per segond. &e#eak pressure ra~lo’’-”— +—

and maximum adiabatic efficiency at 1300-fe@t-per-,secQidequivalent s~~ed
---

were 3.07 and 0.825, respectively. At the maximum sp~ed of 1500 f~et per- =
second, the peak pressure ratio was 4.03 ari~the ~i.~~ efficiency was - -
0.800. The average Mach number at the-”o”titl>tmeasuring station for th=

-— .-—..-—

msximum efficiency points over the range of__speed~wa:>tween 0.36 and ‘“- =
0.44 (fig. 4(b)).

_ -— ..Q. . =.

Experimental results for the modified.and originql impellers are .. –- -:--<
-.

compared in figure 5. The modified impeller had ~ higher peak to%al- —

pressure ratio than the original impeller at all speew investigated ‘–
(fig. 5(a)). The greatest gain.in peak prensure dati~~for the mbdifie:d “= ‘-
impeller was at 1500-feet-per-secondequivalent t~.pspeed, where’~he ‘“. ‘ ..=
pressure ratio was 4.03 compared with 3.21 for th~ or~ginal impeller.-”

-.-

The modified impeller had maximum efficiencies between 0.854 arid0.800 ““ ““:–”
,_— -..

over the speed range tested (fig. S(b)). fiese efficiencies were higher
—

than those of the original impeller at all~fiseds te~tedj with a gain in “
efficiency of 0.195 (0.605 to 0.800) at 150—O-feet~-per-secon&eqfi~lent
speed. The slip factors of the original @peller;we@-higher than those

.—

-...<of the modified i?npellerat all-speeds (fig: 5(c)”). ---
-.

—
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The performance of the modified impeller as determined by measure-
. ments taken at two times the impeller-outlet radius in the diffuser

(fig. 2) and the performance determined by measurements taken in the
outlet pipe (over-allperformance) are compared in figure 6. Efficien-
cies based on measurements taken in the outlet pipe were approximately
0.09 less than those in the diffuser between speeds of 1200 and 1500
feet per second. The losses in efficiency increase at speeds below 1200
feet per second to approximately 0.140 at 900 feet per second. A loss
in pressure ratio also results from basing the pressure ratio on total-
pressure measurements in the outlet pipe.

The theoretical static-pressure ratio (staticpressure/inlet total
pressure) along the shroud from the impeller inlet to outlet at the

design point (Ufi= 1331 ft~sec andw@/8 = 8.38 lb/see) and the experi-
mental static- to inlet-total-pressureratios at weight flows of 8.49,
8.05, and 7.53 pounds per second are compared in figure 7. The general
trends of experimental static-pressure ratios from impeller inlet to
outlet are similar to the theoretical static-pressure ratios.

DISCUSSION OF KESULTS
*

The performance of the modified parabolic-bladed impeller with vane-
less diffuser showed considerable improvement over that of the original.
impeller (fig. 5) and compares favorably with the performance level of
the MFI-2 impeller (ref. 7). The performances of the MFI-1 and -2 im-

pellers were based on measurements taken at a radius 1+ times the impeller-

outlet meanline radius in a vaneless diffuser where the Mach number
was approximately 0.65. The lkch nuniberfor the modified impeller at
the diffuser measuring station (twice the impeller-outletradius) was
0.45. !I!hus,the efficiency of the modified impeller probably falls
between the efficiencies of the MFI-1 and -2 i?gpellers. The lower ef-
ficiency of the modified impeller as compared with the efficiency of
the MFI-1 impeller may result in part from the less evenly distributed
blade loading (refs. 4 and 11) of the modified impeller.

The increase in performance of the modified impeller over that of
the original impeller maybe explained by a study of the internal-flow
characteristics of each. An analysis of the flow in the blade-to-blade
plane of the original impeller (1331-ft/sec impeller equivalent speed)
showed a lxmge eddy on the driving face of the blade at the hub. Eddy
formation is taken herein as beginning when the,theoretical velocity on
the blade surface becomes negative. If, exper=ntally, the reversal of

. flow that accompanies the formation of the eddy causes instability, a
separation and rotating stall such as discussed in reference 12 may
occur. If the rotating stall does not result in surge or results in
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surge mild enough to allow operation at a lower weight flow, a second
stall or surge point caused by too large a relativcei~et angle will be
reached. There are two surge points for sow oper;ati~ speeds shown in
figure 4 of reference 12 that may be the result of such an occurrence._ ““
For the original parabolic-bladed impeller, the u?+stableeddy apparently
caused violent surge at speeds of 1400 and 1500 feet per second (,fig.
S(a)), whereas at lower speeds it merely caused a red,yctionin efficiency ~
with decreasing weight flow.

In redesigning the original impeller, the teudency toward eddy
formation was ikcreased by increasing the theoret~tcal~velocityratio “-””-
(ratio of velocity relative to impeller to stagna+ion4speed of sound
upstream of impeller inlet) from 0.17 to 0.56 in the region where the
eddy occurs. Thus, the increased performance of ~he modified impeller

_..

over the original impeller (fig. 5) results from a co”%binationof the”’
reduced velocity gradients and the decrease of the tendency toward eddy
formation, which enabled the modified impeller to:ope~ate successf@ly
at high speeds. However, the shift of the surge line_of the rnodified~ ‘-
impeller to lower weight flows than for the..surge;lin~of the ori~inal ‘-
impeller at speeds below 1200 feet per secoud may~be due to the differ-
ence’in the inlet geometry upstream of the impellersj~”

-
,.

The difference in pressure ratio of the modified and original im-
pellers (fig. S(a)), is small at the 900- and 1111~-foot-per-second
speeds, but the difference in efficiency (fig. S(v)) is large (0.05 to

-

R

.

—.

H
.%

.
. .—

—
-.

i-

-.
-.

0.07).” This maybe accounted for by the poor int~rnal-flow ch&acter-
.—

istics of the original hupeller, which cause part~cle~ of air inside
the impeller that have had whirl imparted to them[to~low upstream (back-
flow) into the inlet section ahead of the impelle~. “~e6e particles of
air are then forced to the inlet shroud by centrifug~ force and re- ““” “1 “
enter the i@eller at a higher temperatWe_&mn i$ there had been no

— .— .

backflaw. Thus, the large difference ,inefficien~ies–betweenthe-two” ““- ._
impellers at low speeds maybe attributed in p~tito~~he low efficiency
of the original impeller caused by an increased o@iet temperature “due –
to backflows at the impeller inlet. ‘l%isbacld?lo~p~e-nomenonalso
contributes to the dropping off of the efficiency,of the modified im-

—

peller at the 900-foot-per-secondspeed at weightfl~s less tkn 4.75
—

pounds per second, with the point at 2.05 ~ounds ~er””secondprobably iii - ‘-
mild surge (inaudible). In actual violent surge (audible), the backflow “
phenomenon couldbe detectedby an increase-in the i~et temperature in ..
the surge tank approximately 7 impeller diameters~ups%ream of the impel-
ler inlet. A study of backflow phenomenon @ presenfid in reference 13. .-

-—

The slip factor for the original impeller is only slightly higher
than that of the modified impeKler at speeds between~900 and 1200 feet
per second, but at higher speeds the difference becofis”large (fig. 5(c)). “
Since the slip factor is approximated by the over.-al~enthalpyrise,=n
increased outlet temperature due to backflow in the otiiginalimpeller -..
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would cause the slip factor to be too high. Thus, the slip factors for
the modified impeller sre probably more accurate than those for the.
original impeller. The large difference in slip factors of the two im-
pellers above 1200 feet per second probably ~sults from backflow effects
in the original impeller ensuing from a stronger tendencyfa eddy for-
mation at the higher speeds. Reference 14 shows theoretically that, for
impellers with radial blades at the exit, the slip factor depends solely
qon the nuder of blades and thus should be constant over the speed
range. The modified impeller more nearly approaches .aconstant slip
factor than does the original impeller (fig. 5(c)).

The comparison of modified-impeller performances (fig. 6) based on
measurements taken in the diffuser and in the outlet pipe shows a drop
in efficiency of 0.09 to 0.14 over the speed range testedby dumping
the air at the end of the diffuser into the test collector at a W.ch
number of approximately 0.45. The loss in pressure ratio is 8 to 12
percent. Even though the losses associated with dumping the air were
large, the over-all efficiency at a speed of 1300 feet per second
(theoreticaldesign speed is 1331 ft/sec)was approximately 0.74.

In actual practice, the air would not be d~ed from a Mach ntier

. of 0.45 into a collector such as used for these tests. Instead, a vane-
less diffuser of larger diameter, a scroll-type diffuser, diffuser vanes,
or a combination of these might be used to further reduce the ?&ch ntier

. before dumping. For example, an efficient set of diffuser vanes might
be placed sf’terthe existing vaneless diffuser to reduce the Mach nuder
from approxtitely 0.45 to 0.20. Reference 15 presents the test results
for two sets of diffuser vanes and indicates a loss of only 0.017 to
0.037 in efficiency over the speed range tested when the air is d~ed
from a Mach ntier of approximately 0.20. In reference 16, the perfor-
mance of diffusers is evaluated in terms of total-pressure-loss coef-
ficient (ratio of mean total-~ressure loss to mean dynamic pressure at
inlet). The curves of reference 16 give a loss coefficient of 0.22 at
a Mach nuuiberof 0.45 for a diffuser with two parallel walls and two
walls diverging at an included angle of 10.6°. By taking the data for
the modified impeller at a speed of 1500 feet per second and placing a
set of diffuser vanes having a loss coefficient of 0.22 behind the
existing diffuser an efficiency of 0.782 would be possible at a l&ch
number of approximately 0.20 at the vane exit. The dumping loss in
efficiency associated with a speed of 1500 feet per second and a Mach
nuniberof 0.20 is given in reference 15 as approximately 0.018. Thusy
for the modified impeller at a speed of 1500 feet per second, it might
be possible to obtain an over-all efficiency (!basedon measurements
taken in the outlet pipe) of approxinmtely 0.764. This would give a

* gain in over-all efficiency of approximately 0.050 over the efficiency
without diffuser vanes.

u
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The comparison of theoretical and experimental static-pressure
ratios along the impeller shroud (fig. 7) ~Y be used To Indicate the ‘-”
accuracy of the arbitrary allowance for bouridary-la~~. @owth made “
during the design procedure for the modified impeller. The arbitrary
boundary-layer allowance was 30 percent of the des~.gnblade height at ‘
the impeller outlet and varied linearly fromthe”o~tle~.to zero ailow---
ance at the impeller inlet. This allowance was chosen-on the basis of
the experimental results obtained with the MFI-1 a~d ~~ impellers (ref.
7). The general trends of the experimental and theoretical static-
pressure ratios from the impeller inlet to ~utlet be @J@iar. Eoweverj
the static-pressureratios for an experimental wei&ht flow of 8.49 ‘“
pounds per second (theoreticalweight flow_& 8.38~lb/see) are lower —
than the theoretical static-pressureratiosj espec~a~~ near the i~eller
outlet. At an experimentalweight flow of ?“.53poundg’per second, the
static-pressureratios agreed with the theoretical~pr@sure ratios neti”
the impeller outlet. In order to have the s@me ex$er@ental and theo-
retical static-pressureratios at the @ell@r out}e~=(~ight “flowis
8.38 lb/see), it would be necessary to have a bounpery~layer allowance
of approxi?mtely 45 percent of the design blade height at the impeller
outlet. Thus, on the basis of static-press~e ratios .=longthe impeller
sboud, the boundary-layer allowance for this iqe,j-ler-wastoo small.–

--

-C& –

co—- NI

—

.—.

Reference 15 shows that the experimental velocity distribution
.P

varies greatly from the theoretical velocity distribution at the outlet
of the MFI-1 impeller because of boundary-layer build-up along the shroud.

.-

Therefore, it would be difficult to deteimifiethe ‘optimumboundary-layer
. ——

allowance from a consideration of the theoretical “vel~citydistribution.
Instead, an experimental techniqye such as ,~asus~d w~th the MFI-1 and

—

-2 impellers maybe required, in which varying al+owafices”forboiudary
layer were made in an attempt to find the o~e which allowed maximum ef-
ficiency.

-.. —. — -
--- . .

SUMMARY OF RESULTS -..
=-.

A centrifugal impeller with good perf~rmanceich~acteristics was+
obtained by assigning a new velocity distri~utionitbiireduced the
velocity gradients from inlet to outlet al~ti the’hfi~of an @xistiW
centrifugal impeller of mediocre performance and &ppl—yingthe design
procedure of reference 11 to arrive at a new shro@ contour. An in- “.
vestigation of the performance characteristics oflthis modified
centrifugal impeller (based on measurements taken{at~a-”radiustwice
the impeller radius in a vaneless diffuser “and7 ~sz@ers dotistream
in the outlet pipe) produced the followi~-~esultp: “-

.- ..’
!+

1. The peak pressure ratio andmaximun adtab”tic,efficiency at 1300-
!feet-per-second equivalent speed were 3.07 and O.l25~respectively. At

a maximum speed of 1500 feet per second, the peak,pre~ure ratio was ‘ ““

-.
—

—

—

-.
-—-,,

.-.>
* ‘“.<.

- –-$
“—,
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and the maximum
the speed range

2. The modified

11

efficiency was 0.800. The mximum efficiencies
tested were between 0.800 and 0.854.

impeller, as compared with the original impeller,
had higher peak pressure ratios and maximum efficiencies at all speeds
investigated. The efficiency at a speed of 1500 feet per second was
0.800 compared with 0.605 for the original impeller.

CN 3. The large gain in performance of the modified impeller compsred
%
m with that of the original impeller at speeds above 1300 feet per second

probably resulted largely from the decrease of the tendency towsrd eddy
formation. The modified hpeller was thus able to operate over a wider
range of weight flows at high speeds.

ti
o
z 4. Over the speed range tested, losses in efficiencyof 0.09 to

y 0.14 result from dumping the air at the end of the diffuser into the

a test colLector at a Mach nwnber of approximately 0.45.
u

5. An arbitrary allowance for boundary-layer growth amounting to
30 percent of the design blade height at the impe~er outlet and varying
linearly from the outlet to zero allowance at the impeller inlet is too

* small for this impeller with respect to static-pressure distribution
along the shroud. .

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Comittee for Aeronautics

Clevelandj Ohio, July 15, 1955
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TABLE 1. - GECMETRIC COORDINATES OF MODZFIED PARABOLIC-BLADED IMPELLER

Axial depth z, Modified shroud hid depth Z, Modified shroud
in. (fig. 2! radius, r,

1

in. (fig. 2j radius, r,
in. (fig. 2) in. (fig. 2)

O (leading edge) 4.000 2.884 5.250

.754 4.125 2.964 5.375

1.442 4.250 3.034 5.500

1.823 4.375 3.095 5.625

2.087 4.500 3.151 5.750

2.442 4.750 3.200 5.875

2.694 5● 000 3.244 6.000

Hub coordinates given in ref. 1.

Material, alwnimnn.

Nmiber of blades, 18.

Blade shape determined by equation y = O.05655rx2.

Constant blade thickness along hub contour of 0.210 in. with 3: included-
angle blade taper symmetrical about radial line through hub determin-
ing thickness at other points. Leading edge thinned and rounded off.
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Shroudprofilewith allowancefor
boundarylayer (modifiedimpellershroud)
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Shroudprofilefor iaentroplcflow
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Figure 1. - comparison of
and modifiesimpeller.
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Figure2. - Cross-sectionslview of modifiedpsrsbolic-bladedimpellerand diffuser
showinglocationof outletinstrumentation.
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Figure 3. - Modifiedparabolic-bkded impellerand rear diffuserwall.
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Equivalent lhlet Adiabatic
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ftlsec ‘F efficiency,
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(a)Performancecharacteristics.

Figure4. - Over-allperformancecharacteristicsof modifiedparabolic-.
bladed iqpeller with vaneless diffuser at inlet-air pressure of 20 inches
of mercury absolute.
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Figure4. - Concluded. Over-allperformanc~””characteristicsof motified
parabolic-bladedimpellerwith vanelessdiffusera,tM“et-alr pressure
of 20 inches of mercury absolute.
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(a) To~l-pressure ratio.

Figure 5. - Ccnnparisonof performance of modified and originel pezabolic-
bladed impellers with vsneless diffuser.
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(b) Maxfmum adiabatic efficienW.
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(c)Slipfactor.. : —

Figure 5. - Concluded. C!cmroarisonof performance of modified and .

original psraboMc-bladed- imeller”s with.vsnele~s ~fiuser.
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0 0 Diffuser
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2.0

1 “0800 11oo 1200 1300 1400 15CCI

Impeller equivalent speed, U/I@, ft/sec

Figure 6. - Comparison of performance of modified parabo13c-bladed impeller
with vaneless diffuser based on measurements tsJsenIn diffuser (twice
impeller-outlet radius) snd in outlet pipe (7 impeller diameters
downstream).
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Figure 7. - Comparison of theoretical agd experi~ental static
pressures along shroud for modified parabolic-bladed impeller
at desiw point. brpeller tip speedL1331 ~eet~per second;
air weight flow, 8.38 pounds per second.
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